
Supreme Leader Kim Young Fun 
has a good day :)

To show his feelings of joy, a terrifying 
missile is built & publicly displayed.

PJONG JANG  +1  

The Queen drowns in a cup of tea.

Englang sues India for bad taste.

MUMBAI 70 b  LONDON

Minister Vlatin strangles a bear.

Elected #zar4life. Democrazy rulez!

MOSCOW  +1 

Random Terror Attack

Roll all 12-sided dice . The number 
rolled represents the city to loose 1 . 
If no city is rolled, Tehran & Jerusalem 
both loose 1 .

RANDOM CITY  -1   

Rastafarian Movement

Everybody light up & take some stress 
out of religion.

RELIGION  +1 SAGE   

Supreme Leader Kim Young Fun 
has a bad day :(

To show his feelings of anger, a terrifying 
missile is built & publicly displayed.

PJONG JANG  +1  

Global Conspiracy exposed!

One Player needs to take the blame. 
Everyone rolls  . . .

LOSER    CRISIS

Trolland Dump builds a wall
 
Paid, owned & built by Tex-Mex Tunnel 
Inc.

LOS ANGELES   +1 
MEXICO CITY  -1 
NEW YORK  -90b

Casino Royal

Play 1 round of the Las Vegas Classic. 
Double or Nothing your bets. 

see page 13

PLAY CRAPS

Coca-Loca Company 
buys the remaining Aral Sea.

sugar added - sold for profit - no refills

ASTANA  -1     +60 b  

Gentrification

A new trend of burrito-recycling turns 
Mexico‘s dumps into a hipster-metrople. 

MEXICO CITY  +1   

Power of Comunism

All Playerz put all their money together 
& divide it equally. 
(rest goes to the state = bank)

DIVIDE MONEY EQUALLY

Playing the woman‘s card

Give it up for the ladies!

ALL FEMALE PLAYERZ  +1

It is a man‘s world

It is like it is, so give the boys some toys!

ALL MALE PLAYERZ  +1

Power of Capitalism

The 2 poorest Playerz give half of their 
money to the richest Player.
 
remember: 
Anyone can make it, but not everyone!

POOR  RICH

Brazilian Booty

Excessive Carnelvals have triggered a 
population-explosion. Ay Caramba!

RIO DE JANEIRO  +1 

Tech-Crunch

The tech-market collapses after 
melanials did not buy a 4th 
smart-phone this year.

ALL    BANK

History Fraud uncovered

Pyramids actually built by souvenir-
shops. Tourism drops. Egypt flops.

CAIRO  -90 b

Justin Todo writes a poem:

To you goes this letter
to make this world better
Don‘t be afraid
of peaceful free-trade
and if true love dares . . .

DUDE, NOBODY CARES!!!

FAKE NEWZ

tweet your own #fakenewz and 
print out a growing collection from
www.world-control.net/fakenewz

tweet @truWorldControl

Pre-emptive Strike

US-Intel try to spell the region around 
Astana, then decide to bomb it instead.

ASTANA  -1 
NEW YORK   -80b
LOS ANGELES  -80b

Pacific Clean-up

How did that happen?

PACIFIC OCEAN  +1 

Quantative Easing

The W.C.Bank starts its printers.

„ka-ching“

EVERY PLAYER  +500 b

World War

The highest valued city of each Player 
looses 1  & each army gets 3 .
 
remember: Post-War is Pre-War!

TOP-CITY -1  ; ARMY +3 

NUCLEAR YOLOCAUST

Every Player rolls ALL dice. The 
winner chooses a city to be completly 
destroyed.

1 CITY  -ALL




